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The L.A. Food and Whiskey Blog
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2011

Buffalo Trace Single Oak Project - The First Release
I wrote about the innovative Buffalo Trace Single Oak Project earlier this
year when they announced it. Now I've had the chance to taste through
the first release, and I thought I'd give you my impressions.
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First, the tasting process is really fascinating. Each release has a number
of constants and a number of variables. For the first release, the
variables were grain coarseness (fine, average or coarse), what part of
the tree the barrel was made from (top or bottom) and mashbill (wheat
or rye). Everything else was constant. This gave the taster the
opportunity to measure these factors alone.
I came away with this with a few impressions. The bottom cut barrels
were almost always more intensely flavored than the top cut. This wasn't
always a good thing. In some of the rye recipe bourbons, bottom cut
barrels seemed to produce more vegetal flavors, while top cuts were
more balanced and elegant.
Grain coarseness is not something I could really pin down as having a
distinct impact, though I liked the average grain bourbons better than
both the fine and coarse grain.
Interestingly, this whole project is probably less likely to produce a
single "perfect bourbon" (as was originally touted) than to give Buffalo
Trace an extremely specific idea of what elements produce what flavors,
allowing them to fine tune their vatting and know more specifically how
to produce desired flavor profiles.
The whole tasting process is fascinating, and I intend to taste through
the whole 192 bottle series (splitting it with a group). Should you? In
most cases, I would say no.
These are not the Buffalo Trace Antique Collection. None of the bottles I
tasted in the first series was great. They mostly ranged from good to
pretty good, but I can't say I would recommend running out and buying
any of them. If you can even get them individually (many stores are
selling them only by the case) and you want to get a glimpse of the
project without investing in 12 bottles, I would recommend getting a
pair of bottles with one variable. For instance, barrels 99 and 100 from
the first release are both wheaters with average grains, but one is a top
tree barrel and one is a bottom. Taste these two and you will get some
sense of the impact of the part of the tree the barrel comes from. You
could make similar match ups based on any of the variables which will
give you some of the experience.
Would I recommend getting the whole set to anyone? Only the most
serious whiskey geeks who have whiskey geek friends to share with.
There is no way I would be doing this if I wasn't splitting it. It's just too
much not-great bourbon. But if you are a serious geek and have some
geek-friends, well you will have a unique educational experience.
I'll be tasting through the second release soon, and I'll post my
reactions.
Posted by sku at 6:00 PM
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